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Epub free Horton hears a who classic seuss
(Download Only)
a 1 new york times bestseller this previously never before seen picture book by dr
seuss about making up one s mind is the literary equivalent of buried treasure what
happens when a brother and sister visit a pet store to pick a pet naturally they can t
choose just one the tale captures a classic childhood moment choosing a pet and uses it
to illuminate a life lesson that it is hard to make up your mind but sometimes you just
have to do it told in dr seuss s signature rhyming style this is a must have for seuss
fans and book collectors and a perfect choice for the holidays birthdays and happy
occasions of all kinds an editor s note at the end discusses dr seuss s pets his
creative process and the discovery of the manuscript and illustrations for what pet
should i get dr seuss s wonderfully wise oh the places you ll go celebrates all of our
special milestones from graduations to birthdays and beyond a book that has proved to
be popular for graduates of all ages since it was first published the new york times
from soaring to high heights and seeing great sights to being left in a lurch on a
prickle ly perch dr seuss addresses life s ups and downs with his trademark humorous
verse and whimsical illustrations the inspiring and timeless message encourages readers
to find the success that lies within no matter what challenges they face a perennial
favorite for anyone starting a new phase in their life imagination runs wild in this
caldecott honor winning tale featuring dr seuss s inimitable voice and hysterical
illustrations the first seuss title to feature full color art on every other page this
adventurous picture book tells of marco who first imagined an extraordinary parade in
and to think that i saw it on mulberry street as he daydreams of all the possibilities
that await him while he fishes in mcelligot s pool optimistic and exciting this tale is
the perfect bait and readers young and old will be hooked on this fish tastic favorite
this read listen edition contains audio narration dr seuss creates another timeless
picture book classic with the sneetches and other stories are you a star belly sneetch
or a plain belly sneetch this delightful book contains four tales with deliciously
subtle takes on how silly it is to be well silly the sneetches the zax too many daves
and what was i scared of make this energetic compilation a must have for every library
full of dr seuss s signature rhymes and unmistakable characters it s perfect for new
and lifelong seuss fans this read listen edition contains audio narration a follow up
to the bippolo seed and other lost stories by dr seuss a new dr seuss book this follow
up to the bippolo seed and other lost stories features familiar seussian faces and
places including horton the elephant marco mulberry street and a grinch as well as an
introduction by renowned seuss scholar charles d cohen seuss fans will learn more about
horton s integrity marco s amazing imagination a narrowly avoided disaster on mullbery
street and a devious grinch with a color palette enhanced beyond that of the magazines
in which the stories originally appeared this new volume of lost tales is a perfect
gift for young readers and a must have for seuss collectors of all ages this read
listen edition contains audio narration what s a person to do when there is so much to
do dr seuss adds his signature spin to the age old dilemma of indecisiveness in his
rhyming picture book classic hunches in bunches go outside play video games eat a pizza
do homework whether you have a four way hunch a nowhere hunch or an up hunch dr seuss
and his unmistakable one of a kind advice will ensure that readers of all ages won t
get ga fluppted this read listen edition contains audio narration animals abound in dr
seuss s caldecott honor winning picture book if i ran the zoo gerald mcgrew imagines
the myriad of animals he d have in his very own zoo and the adventures he ll have to go
on in order to gather them all featuring everything from a lion with ten feet to a
fizza ma wizza ma dill this is a classic seussian crowd pleaser in fact one of gerald s
creatures has even become a part of the language the nerd this read listen edition
contains audio narration choose kindness with horton the elephant and the whos of who
ville in dr seuss s classic picture book about caring for others that makes it a
perfect gift a person s a person no matter how small everyone s favorite elephant stars
in this heartwarming and timeless story for readers of all ages in the colorful jungle
of nool horton discovers something that at first seems impossible a tiny speck of dust
contains an entire miniature world who ville complete with houses and grocery stores
and even a mayor but when no one will stand up for the whos of who ville horton uses
his elephant sized heart to save the day this tale of compassion and determination
proves that any person big or small can choose to speak out for what is right this
story showcases the very best of dr seuss from the moving message to the charming
rhymes and imaginative illustrations no bookshelf is complete without horton and the
whos do you see what i mean they ve proved they are persons no matter how small and
their whole world was saved by the smallest of all horton is back after his first
appearance in horton hatches the egg everyone s favorite elephant returns in this
timeless moving and comical classic in which we discover that a person s a person no
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matter how small thanks to the irrepressible rhymes and eye catching illustrations
young readers will learn kindness and perseverance as well as the importance of a good
yopp from the very determined and very endearing horton the elephant this read listen
edition contains audio narration dr seuss s very first book for children from a mere
horse and wagon young marco concocts a colorful cast of characters making mulberry
street the most interesting location in town dr seuss s signature rhythmic text
combined with his unmistakable illustrations will appeal to fans of all ages who will
cheer when our hero proves that a little imagination can go a very long way who wouldn
t cheer when an elephant pulled sleigh raced by now over seventy five years old this
story is as timeless as ever and marco s singular kind of optimism is also evident in
mcelligot s pool an eggs cellent way to start the day breakfast will never be the same
thanks to dr seuss s classic rhyming picture book scrambled eggs super when peter t
hooper tires of traditional scrambled eggs he sets out on a quest to find the rarest
and most exciting eggs so he can make the amazing breakfast he craves featuring zany
egg layers such as the sala ma goox the tizzle topped grouse and the bombastic aghast
scrambled eggs super will hit the spot and leave readers wanting seconds this read
listen edition contains audio narration the once ler describes the consequences of
local pollution and business practices that harm the environment step right up for dr
seuss s classic rhyming picture book tale of young morris mcgurk s big circus dreams
this circus has more than a mere lion tamer and trapeze artist at the circus mcgurkus
you ll be intrigued by the wink hooded hoodwink terrified by the spotted atrocious and
amazed by the daring feats of the great sneelock and these are just a few of the
astonishing things you ll find under this big top told with the humor and originality
that are synonymous with dr seuss if i ran the circus is a crowd pleasing showstopper
this read listen edition contains audio narration join one of dr seuss s most giving
characters in the classic picture book thidwick the big hearted moose poor thidwick s
generosity proves the adage that no good deed goes unpunished and soon everyone from a
tiny bingle bug to a huge bear is taking advantage of our antlered hero with seuss s
rhyming text and endearing illustrations this beloved story about a kindhearted moose
and the bullies that make a home on his horns is an ideal way to introduce children to
the invaluable concept of self respect join in on the fun and funny journey of getting
older with this hilarious dr seuss picture book it s just what the doctor ordered for
new retirees old souls and kids at heart and makes a perfect gift to celebrate
birthdays and other milestones the doctor is in dr seuss that is readers will laugh
along with the parade of medical madness as an elderly patient is poked prodded and
ogled during his stay at the golden years clinic on century square for spleen
readjustment and muffler repair once again dr seuss proves that his sharp wit and
colorful imagination are a treat for readers of all ages a perfect gift for retirement
birthdays graduations holidays and anyone needing a little pick me up after a doctor s
visit dr seuss s classic treatise on the importance of a balanced life a seussian spin
on a conventional fairy tale the king s stilts is as topical today as when it was first
published in 1939 it s the story of a devoted king who works hard and plays hard and
whose entire kingdom is threatened when his beloved stilts are stolen and he is too
distraught to do his job written in prose instead of rhyme unlike seuss s later works
the king s stilts nevertheless addresses subjects that we know dr seuss was passionate
about throughout his life duty as in horton hears a who and horton hatches the egg the
abuse of power as in the 500 hats of bartholomew cubbins and yertle the turtle deceit
as in the bippolo seed and how the grinch stole christmas and even cats as in the cat
in the hat and i can lick 30 tigers today follow the good doctor s advice after a hard
day of work have fun with a great book like the king s stilts the dr seuss classic that
first introduced horton the elephant beloved by generations for his kindness and
loyalty horton the elephant is one of the most iconic and honorable characters in
children s literature as well as the star of two books and a short story by dr seuss
horton hatches the egg horton hears a who and horton and the kwuggerbug in this book
the comic classic in which horton utters the line i meant what i said and i said what i
meant an elephant s faithful one hundred per cent we see his integrity rewarded with a
surprise ending that will delight readers of all ages told with dr seuss s signature
rhymes and trademark illustrations this is a tale that will be enjoyed over and over by
reader and listener alike it makes a perfect gift for birthdays and holidays and is
ideal for sparking discussions about kindness values and loyalty the butter battle book
dr seuss s classic cautionary tale introduces readers to the important lesson of
respecting differences the yooks and zooks share a love of buttered bread but animosity
brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy the tasty treat differently
the timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young children about the
issues of tolerance and respect whether in the home or in the classroom the butter
battle book is a must have for readers of all ages catch a case of the yawns with dr
seuss in this classic rhyming picture book bedtime has never been more fun a yawn is
quite catching you see like a cough it just takes one yawn to start other yawns off dr
seuss spins a sleep tastic tale about a very small bug and a very big yawn that spreads
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and spreads meanwhile the audio telly o tally o count adds up every sleeping creature
from the country of keck to the castle of krupp first one then seven all the way to the
billions and zillions the who s asleep count just keeps growing and growing this book
is a perfect bedtime story that will have the most reluctant readers laughing and the
most reluctant sleepers snoring ninety nine zillion nine trillion and two creatures are
sleeping so how about you a collection of some of dr seuss s best stories a compilation
of more than a dozen previously published dr seuss books plus essays by nine authors
and other book lovers including audrey geisel widow of dr seuss dr seuss presents three
modern fables in the rhyming favorite yertle the turtle and other stories the
collection features tales about greed yertle the turtle vanity gertrude mcfuzz and
pride the big brag in no other book does a small burp have such political importance
yet again dr seuss proves that he and classic picture books go hand in hand dr seuss
tells three rhyming tales featuring the extended family of the cat in the hat in i can
lick 30 tigers today and other stories the cat s son shows bravado in i can lick 30
tigers today while his daughter gets a bit carried away imagining the glunk that got
thunk and we look back at one of the cat s ancestors for a tale about tails in king
looie katz this lesser known collection of classic seussian silliness will be a welcome
addition to the libraries of fans of all ages this read listen edition contains audio
narration bigger than new year s the fourth of july and halloween all rolled into one
birthdays are for celebrating with dr seuss in his first all color picture book happy
birthday to you fly with the great birthday bird in this fantastical commemoration of
you and make the most of your special day which only comes once a year today you are
you that is truer than true there is no one alive who is you er than you the ultimate
birthday gift for ages one to 101 from the one and only dr seuss this read listen
edition contains audio narration なまけ鳥のメイジーに たまごをだいていてくれないかとたのまれたホートン しかたなく 木によじのぼり たまごを
あたためます あらしの日も 冬のさむい日も そして春がきても しかし 気のどくなホートンの苦労は それだけではおわらなかったのです アメリカをはじめ 世界中で50年以上読みつ
がれてきた作家 ドクター スースが描く楽しい絵本 ローラ インガルス ワイルダー賞 1980年 受賞 ピュリツァー賞特別賞 1984年 受賞 dr seuss s
irrepressible optimism is front and center in did i ever tell you how lucky you are
when you think things are bad when you feel sour and blue when you start to get mad you
should do what i do so begins the terrific advice of the wise old man in the desert of
drize this classic book provides the perfect antidote for readers of all ages who are
feeling a bit down in the dumps thanks to dr seuss s trademark rhymes and signature
illustrations readers will without a doubt realize just how lucky they truly are this
read listen edition contains audio narration as topical today as when it was first
published in 1938 this book tells of bartholomew cubbins from caldecott honor winner
bartholomew and the oobleck and his unjust treatment at the hands of king derwin each
time bartholomew attempts to obey the king s order to take off his hat he finds there
is another hat on his head soon it is bartholomew s head that is in danger of being
chopped off while the 500 hats is one of dr seuss s earliest works it is nevertheless
totally seussian addressing subjects that we know the good doctor was passionate about
abuse of power as in yertle the turtle rivalry as in the sneetches and of course zany
good humor what s better than a lost treasure seven lost treasures these rarely seen dr
seuss stories were published in magazines in the early 1950s and are finally available
in book form they include the bippolo seed in which a scheming feline leads a duck
toward a bad decision the rabbit the bear and the zinniga zanniga about a rabbit who is
saved from a bear by a single eyelash gustav the goldfish an early rhymed version of
the beginner book a fish out of water tadd and todd about a twin who is striving to be
an individual steak for supper in which fantastic creatures follow a boy home in
anticipation of a steak dinner the strange shirt spot the inspiration for the bathtub
ring scene in the cat in the hat comes back and the great henry mcbride about a boy
whose far flung career fantasies are bested only by those of dr seuss himself an
introduction by seuss scholar charles d cohen traces the history of the stories which
demonstrate an intentional move toward the writing style we now associate with dr seuss
cohen also explores the themes that recur in well known seuss stories like the
importance of the imagination or the perils of greed with a color palette enhanced
beyond the limitations of the original magazines this is a collection that no seuss fan
whether scholar or second grader will want to miss this read listen edition contains
audio narration in this caldecott honor winning picture book join bartholomew cubbins
in dr seuss s classic tale of one king s magical mishap bored with rain sun fog and
snow king derwin of didd summons his royal magicians to create something new and
exciting to fall from the sky what he gets is a storm of sticky green globs called
oobleck which soon causes a royal mess but with the assistance of the wise page boy
bartholomew the king along with young readers learns that the simplest words can
sometimes solve the biggest problems this read listen edition contains audio narration
dr seuss tackles troubles bullies terrain weather in the rhyming classic i had trouble
in getting to solla sollew when our hero stubs his toe he decides to find a less
troublesome place to live soon he s off on a journey to the city of solla sollew on the
banks of the beautiful river wah hoo where they never have troubles at least very few
however between his encounters with the midwinter jicker and the perilous poozer of
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pompelmoose pass he soon finds out that confronting his problems might actually be
easier than running away from them this read listen edition contains audio narration
say happy birthday dr seuss style this classic picture book whisks readers away on the
most spectacular birthday of all time and reminds them to celebrate themselves every
day of the year i wish we could do what they do in katroo they sure know how to say
happy birthday to you when the great birthday bird of katroo arrives to usher in your
day of all days you can expect a colorful romp full of fantastical fun that is all
about you treat yourself to flowers that smell like licorice and cheese pick out the
world s tallest pet or a nice time telling fish then prepare for a party so grand it
will take twenty days just to sweep up the mess featuring birthday festivities on every
page this joyful classic from the one and only dr seuss rejoices in the person you were
born to be today you are you that is truer than true there is no one alive who is you
er than you a classic dr seuss story about the difficulty of making up one s mind from
the beloved author of how the grinch stole christmas and the lorax this is the perfect
book to inspire children to overcome indecision and gain confidence in their choices it
s awfully awfully awful when you can t make up your mind do you want to kick a football
or sit there on your behind do you want to go out skating fly a kite or climb a tree do
you want to eat a pizza take a bath or watch tv dr seuss adds his signature spin to the
age old dilemma of indecisiveness in his rhyming picture book classic hunches in
bunches whether readers have a four way hunch a nowhere hunch or an up hunch dr seuss
and his unmistakable one of a kind advice will ensure that they won t get ga fluppted
when choosing what to do now available in the same size as other classic dr seuss books
like how the grinch stole christmas and the lorax それはあめのふるさむいあるひのこと そのぼうしをかぶったへんなねこはぼくら
のまえにあらわれたんだ そしてねこがはじめるたのしいあそびとは ふしぎできみょうでおもしろいとっておきのできごと with his unmistakable rhymes
and signature illustration style dr seuss creates a classic picture book ode to aging
in you re only old once on a visit to the golden years clinic on century square for
spleen readjustment and muffler repair readers will laugh with familiar horror at the
poking and prodding and testing and ogling that go hand in hand with the dreaded
appellation of senior citizen though dr seuss is known for his peerless work in books
for children this comical look at what it s like to get older is ideal for seuss fans
of advanced years in his own words this is a book for obsolete children a perfect gift
for retirement birthdays and holidays this read listen edition contains audio narration
an anthology of six stories by dr seuss including and to think that i saw it on
mulberry street the 500 hats of bartholomew cubbins horton hatches the egg how the
grinch stole christmas the lorax and yertle the turtle celebrate earth day with dr
seuss and the lorax in this classic picture book about protecting the environment i am
the lorax i speak for the trees dr seuss s beloved story teaches kids to speak up and
stand up for those who can t with a recycling friendly go green message the lorax
allows young readers to experience the beauty of the truffula trees and the danger of
taking our earth for granted all in a story that is timely playful and hopeful the book
s final pages teach us that just one small seed or one small child can make a
difference printed on recycled paper this book is the perfect gift for earth day and
for any child or child at heart who is interested in recycling advocacy and the
environment or just loves nature and playing outside unless someone like you cares a
whole awful lot nothing is going to get better it s not pretty much all the stuff you
need to know is in dr seuss president barack obama every who down in who ville liked
christmas a lot but the grinch who lived just north of who ville did not not since twas
the night before christmas has the beginning of a christmas tale been so instantly
recognizable no holiday season is complete without the grinch max cindy lou and all the
residents of who ville in this heartwarming story about the effects of the christmas
spirit on even the smallest and coldest of hearts like mistletoe candy canes and
caroling the grinch is a mainstay of the holidays and his story is the perfect gift for
young and old this read listen edition contains audio narration



What Pet Should I Get?
2015-07-28

a 1 new york times bestseller this previously never before seen picture book by dr
seuss about making up one s mind is the literary equivalent of buried treasure what
happens when a brother and sister visit a pet store to pick a pet naturally they can t
choose just one the tale captures a classic childhood moment choosing a pet and uses it
to illuminate a life lesson that it is hard to make up your mind but sometimes you just
have to do it told in dr seuss s signature rhyming style this is a must have for seuss
fans and book collectors and a perfect choice for the holidays birthdays and happy
occasions of all kinds an editor s note at the end discusses dr seuss s pets his
creative process and the discovery of the manuscript and illustrations for what pet
should i get

A Classic Case of Dr. Seuss
2021

dr seuss s wonderfully wise oh the places you ll go celebrates all of our special
milestones from graduations to birthdays and beyond a book that has proved to be
popular for graduates of all ages since it was first published the new york times from
soaring to high heights and seeing great sights to being left in a lurch on a prickle
ly perch dr seuss addresses life s ups and downs with his trademark humorous verse and
whimsical illustrations the inspiring and timeless message encourages readers to find
the success that lies within no matter what challenges they face a perennial favorite
for anyone starting a new phase in their life

A Classic Case of Dr. Seuss
2017

imagination runs wild in this caldecott honor winning tale featuring dr seuss s
inimitable voice and hysterical illustrations the first seuss title to feature full
color art on every other page this adventurous picture book tells of marco who first
imagined an extraordinary parade in and to think that i saw it on mulberry street as he
daydreams of all the possibilities that await him while he fishes in mcelligot s pool
optimistic and exciting this tale is the perfect bait and readers young and old will be
hooked on this fish tastic favorite this read listen edition contains audio narration

Oh, the Places You'll Go!
2013-09-24

dr seuss creates another timeless picture book classic with the sneetches and other
stories are you a star belly sneetch or a plain belly sneetch this delightful book
contains four tales with deliciously subtle takes on how silly it is to be well silly
the sneetches the zax too many daves and what was i scared of make this energetic
compilation a must have for every library full of dr seuss s signature rhymes and
unmistakable characters it s perfect for new and lifelong seuss fans this read listen
edition contains audio narration

McElligot's Pool: Read & Listen Edition
2013-11-05

a follow up to the bippolo seed and other lost stories by dr seuss a new dr seuss book
this follow up to the bippolo seed and other lost stories features familiar seussian
faces and places including horton the elephant marco mulberry street and a grinch as
well as an introduction by renowned seuss scholar charles d cohen seuss fans will learn
more about horton s integrity marco s amazing imagination a narrowly avoided disaster
on mullbery street and a devious grinch with a color palette enhanced beyond that of
the magazines in which the stories originally appeared this new volume of lost tales is
a perfect gift for young readers and a must have for seuss collectors of all ages this
read listen edition contains audio narration



The Sneetches and Other Stories: Read & Listen Edition
2013-10-22

what s a person to do when there is so much to do dr seuss adds his signature spin to
the age old dilemma of indecisiveness in his rhyming picture book classic hunches in
bunches go outside play video games eat a pizza do homework whether you have a four way
hunch a nowhere hunch or an up hunch dr seuss and his unmistakable one of a kind advice
will ensure that readers of all ages won t get ga fluppted this read listen edition
contains audio narration

Horton and the Kwuggerbug and more Lost Stories: Read &
Listen Edition
2014-09-09

animals abound in dr seuss s caldecott honor winning picture book if i ran the zoo
gerald mcgrew imagines the myriad of animals he d have in his very own zoo and the
adventures he ll have to go on in order to gather them all featuring everything from a
lion with ten feet to a fizza ma wizza ma dill this is a classic seussian crowd pleaser
in fact one of gerald s creatures has even become a part of the language the nerd this
read listen edition contains audio narration

Hunches in Bunches: Read & Listen Edition
2013-11-05

choose kindness with horton the elephant and the whos of who ville in dr seuss s
classic picture book about caring for others that makes it a perfect gift a person s a
person no matter how small everyone s favorite elephant stars in this heartwarming and
timeless story for readers of all ages in the colorful jungle of nool horton discovers
something that at first seems impossible a tiny speck of dust contains an entire
miniature world who ville complete with houses and grocery stores and even a mayor but
when no one will stand up for the whos of who ville horton uses his elephant sized
heart to save the day this tale of compassion and determination proves that any person
big or small can choose to speak out for what is right this story showcases the very
best of dr seuss from the moving message to the charming rhymes and imaginative
illustrations no bookshelf is complete without horton and the whos do you see what i
mean they ve proved they are persons no matter how small and their whole world was
saved by the smallest of all

Five of Dr. Seuss' Best Loved Tales in One Book
2004

horton is back after his first appearance in horton hatches the egg everyone s favorite
elephant returns in this timeless moving and comical classic in which we discover that
a person s a person no matter how small thanks to the irrepressible rhymes and eye
catching illustrations young readers will learn kindness and perseverance as well as
the importance of a good yopp from the very determined and very endearing horton the
elephant this read listen edition contains audio narration

If I Ran the Zoo: Read & Listen Edition
2013-10-22

dr seuss s very first book for children from a mere horse and wagon young marco
concocts a colorful cast of characters making mulberry street the most interesting
location in town dr seuss s signature rhythmic text combined with his unmistakable
illustrations will appeal to fans of all ages who will cheer when our hero proves that
a little imagination can go a very long way who wouldn t cheer when an elephant pulled
sleigh raced by now over seventy five years old this story is as timeless as ever and
marco s singular kind of optimism is also evident in mcelligot s pool

Horton Hears a Who!
2013-09-24



an eggs cellent way to start the day breakfast will never be the same thanks to dr
seuss s classic rhyming picture book scrambled eggs super when peter t hooper tires of
traditional scrambled eggs he sets out on a quest to find the rarest and most exciting
eggs so he can make the amazing breakfast he craves featuring zany egg layers such as
the sala ma goox the tizzle topped grouse and the bombastic aghast scrambled eggs super
will hit the spot and leave readers wanting seconds this read listen edition contains
audio narration

Horton Hears A Who! Read & Listen Edition
2013-09-24

the once ler describes the consequences of local pollution and business practices that
harm the environment

And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street
2013-10-22

step right up for dr seuss s classic rhyming picture book tale of young morris mcgurk s
big circus dreams this circus has more than a mere lion tamer and trapeze artist at the
circus mcgurkus you ll be intrigued by the wink hooded hoodwink terrified by the
spotted atrocious and amazed by the daring feats of the great sneelock and these are
just a few of the astonishing things you ll find under this big top told with the humor
and originality that are synonymous with dr seuss if i ran the circus is a crowd
pleasing showstopper this read listen edition contains audio narration

Scrambled Eggs Super! Read & Listen Edition
2014-09-09

join one of dr seuss s most giving characters in the classic picture book thidwick the
big hearted moose poor thidwick s generosity proves the adage that no good deed goes
unpunished and soon everyone from a tiny bingle bug to a huge bear is taking advantage
of our antlered hero with seuss s rhyming text and endearing illustrations this beloved
story about a kindhearted moose and the bullies that make a home on his horns is an
ideal way to introduce children to the invaluable concept of self respect

The Lorax
1998-02-01

join in on the fun and funny journey of getting older with this hilarious dr seuss
picture book it s just what the doctor ordered for new retirees old souls and kids at
heart and makes a perfect gift to celebrate birthdays and other milestones the doctor
is in dr seuss that is readers will laugh along with the parade of medical madness as
an elderly patient is poked prodded and ogled during his stay at the golden years
clinic on century square for spleen readjustment and muffler repair once again dr seuss
proves that his sharp wit and colorful imagination are a treat for readers of all ages
a perfect gift for retirement birthdays graduations holidays and anyone needing a
little pick me up after a doctor s visit

If I Ran the Circus: Read & Listen Edition
2013-10-22

dr seuss s classic treatise on the importance of a balanced life a seussian spin on a
conventional fairy tale the king s stilts is as topical today as when it was first
published in 1939 it s the story of a devoted king who works hard and plays hard and
whose entire kingdom is threatened when his beloved stilts are stolen and he is too
distraught to do his job written in prose instead of rhyme unlike seuss s later works
the king s stilts nevertheless addresses subjects that we know dr seuss was passionate
about throughout his life duty as in horton hears a who and horton hatches the egg the
abuse of power as in the 500 hats of bartholomew cubbins and yertle the turtle deceit
as in the bippolo seed and how the grinch stole christmas and even cats as in the cat
in the hat and i can lick 30 tigers today follow the good doctor s advice after a hard
day of work have fun with a great book like the king s stilts



Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose
2013-10-22

the dr seuss classic that first introduced horton the elephant beloved by generations
for his kindness and loyalty horton the elephant is one of the most iconic and
honorable characters in children s literature as well as the star of two books and a
short story by dr seuss horton hatches the egg horton hears a who and horton and the
kwuggerbug in this book the comic classic in which horton utters the line i meant what
i said and i said what i meant an elephant s faithful one hundred per cent we see his
integrity rewarded with a surprise ending that will delight readers of all ages told
with dr seuss s signature rhymes and trademark illustrations this is a tale that will
be enjoyed over and over by reader and listener alike it makes a perfect gift for
birthdays and holidays and is ideal for sparking discussions about kindness values and
loyalty

You're Only Old Once!
2013-11-05

the butter battle book dr seuss s classic cautionary tale introduces readers to the
important lesson of respecting differences the yooks and zooks share a love of buttered
bread but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy the tasty
treat differently the timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young
children about the issues of tolerance and respect whether in the home or in the
classroom the butter battle book is a must have for readers of all ages

The King's Stilts
2013-10-22

catch a case of the yawns with dr seuss in this classic rhyming picture book bedtime
has never been more fun a yawn is quite catching you see like a cough it just takes one
yawn to start other yawns off dr seuss spins a sleep tastic tale about a very small bug
and a very big yawn that spreads and spreads meanwhile the audio telly o tally o count
adds up every sleeping creature from the country of keck to the castle of krupp first
one then seven all the way to the billions and zillions the who s asleep count just
keeps growing and growing this book is a perfect bedtime story that will have the most
reluctant readers laughing and the most reluctant sleepers snoring ninety nine zillion
nine trillion and two creatures are sleeping so how about you

Horton Hatches the Egg
2013-10-22

a collection of some of dr seuss s best stories

The Butter Battle Book
2013-11-05

a compilation of more than a dozen previously published dr seuss books plus essays by
nine authors and other book lovers including audrey geisel widow of dr seuss

Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book
2013-10-22

dr seuss presents three modern fables in the rhyming favorite yertle the turtle and
other stories the collection features tales about greed yertle the turtle vanity
gertrude mcfuzz and pride the big brag in no other book does a small burp have such
political importance yet again dr seuss proves that he and classic picture books go
hand in hand

A Classic Treasury
2006



dr seuss tells three rhyming tales featuring the extended family of the cat in the hat
in i can lick 30 tigers today and other stories the cat s son shows bravado in i can
lick 30 tigers today while his daughter gets a bit carried away imagining the glunk
that got thunk and we look back at one of the cat s ancestors for a tale about tails in
king looie katz this lesser known collection of classic seussian silliness will be a
welcome addition to the libraries of fans of all ages this read listen edition contains
audio narration

Your Favorite Seuss
2004

bigger than new year s the fourth of july and halloween all rolled into one birthdays
are for celebrating with dr seuss in his first all color picture book happy birthday to
you fly with the great birthday bird in this fantastical commemoration of you and make
the most of your special day which only comes once a year today you are you that is
truer than true there is no one alive who is you er than you the ultimate birthday gift
for ages one to 101 from the one and only dr seuss this read listen edition contains
audio narration

Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories
2013-10-22

なまけ鳥のメイジーに たまごをだいていてくれないかとたのまれたホートン しかたなく 木によじのぼり たまごをあたためます あらしの日も 冬のさむい日も そして春がきても しか
し 気のどくなホートンの苦労は それだけではおわらなかったのです アメリカをはじめ 世界中で50年以上読みつがれてきた作家 ドクター スースが描く楽しい絵本 ローラ インガル
ス ワイルダー賞 1980年 受賞 ピュリツァー賞特別賞 1984年 受賞

I Can Lick 30 Tigers Today! and Other Stories
2013-10-22

dr seuss s irrepressible optimism is front and center in did i ever tell you how lucky
you are when you think things are bad when you feel sour and blue when you start to get
mad you should do what i do so begins the terrific advice of the wise old man in the
desert of drize this classic book provides the perfect antidote for readers of all ages
who are feeling a bit down in the dumps thanks to dr seuss s trademark rhymes and
signature illustrations readers will without a doubt realize just how lucky they truly
are this read listen edition contains audio narration

Happy Birthday to You! Read & Listen Edition
2013-10-22

as topical today as when it was first published in 1938 this book tells of bartholomew
cubbins from caldecott honor winner bartholomew and the oobleck and his unjust
treatment at the hands of king derwin each time bartholomew attempts to obey the king s
order to take off his hat he finds there is another hat on his head soon it is
bartholomew s head that is in danger of being chopped off while the 500 hats is one of
dr seuss s earliest works it is nevertheless totally seussian addressing subjects that
we know the good doctor was passionate about abuse of power as in yertle the turtle
rivalry as in the sneetches and of course zany good humor

ぞうのホートンたまごをかえす
2008-11

what s better than a lost treasure seven lost treasures these rarely seen dr seuss
stories were published in magazines in the early 1950s and are finally available in
book form they include the bippolo seed in which a scheming feline leads a duck toward
a bad decision the rabbit the bear and the zinniga zanniga about a rabbit who is saved
from a bear by a single eyelash gustav the goldfish an early rhymed version of the
beginner book a fish out of water tadd and todd about a twin who is striving to be an
individual steak for supper in which fantastic creatures follow a boy home in
anticipation of a steak dinner the strange shirt spot the inspiration for the bathtub
ring scene in the cat in the hat comes back and the great henry mcbride about a boy
whose far flung career fantasies are bested only by those of dr seuss himself an
introduction by seuss scholar charles d cohen traces the history of the stories which



demonstrate an intentional move toward the writing style we now associate with dr seuss
cohen also explores the themes that recur in well known seuss stories like the
importance of the imagination or the perils of greed with a color palette enhanced
beyond the limitations of the original magazines this is a collection that no seuss fan
whether scholar or second grader will want to miss this read listen edition contains
audio narration

Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are? Read & Listen
Edition
2013-11-05

in this caldecott honor winning picture book join bartholomew cubbins in dr seuss s
classic tale of one king s magical mishap bored with rain sun fog and snow king derwin
of didd summons his royal magicians to create something new and exciting to fall from
the sky what he gets is a storm of sticky green globs called oobleck which soon causes
a royal mess but with the assistance of the wise page boy bartholomew the king along
with young readers learns that the simplest words can sometimes solve the biggest
problems this read listen edition contains audio narration

The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins
2013-09-24

dr seuss tackles troubles bullies terrain weather in the rhyming classic i had trouble
in getting to solla sollew when our hero stubs his toe he decides to find a less
troublesome place to live soon he s off on a journey to the city of solla sollew on the
banks of the beautiful river wah hoo where they never have troubles at least very few
however between his encounters with the midwinter jicker and the perilous poozer of
pompelmoose pass he soon finds out that confronting his problems might actually be
easier than running away from them this read listen edition contains audio narration

The Bippolo Seed and Other Lost Stories: Read & Listen
Edition
2013-10-22

say happy birthday dr seuss style this classic picture book whisks readers away on the
most spectacular birthday of all time and reminds them to celebrate themselves every
day of the year i wish we could do what they do in katroo they sure know how to say
happy birthday to you when the great birthday bird of katroo arrives to usher in your
day of all days you can expect a colorful romp full of fantastical fun that is all
about you treat yourself to flowers that smell like licorice and cheese pick out the
world s tallest pet or a nice time telling fish then prepare for a party so grand it
will take twenty days just to sweep up the mess featuring birthday festivities on every
page this joyful classic from the one and only dr seuss rejoices in the person you were
born to be today you are you that is truer than true there is no one alive who is you
er than you

Bartholomew and the Oobleck: Read & Listen Edition
2013-11-05

a classic dr seuss story about the difficulty of making up one s mind from the beloved
author of how the grinch stole christmas and the lorax this is the perfect book to
inspire children to overcome indecision and gain confidence in their choices it s
awfully awfully awful when you can t make up your mind do you want to kick a football
or sit there on your behind do you want to go out skating fly a kite or climb a tree do
you want to eat a pizza take a bath or watch tv dr seuss adds his signature spin to the
age old dilemma of indecisiveness in his rhyming picture book classic hunches in
bunches whether readers have a four way hunch a nowhere hunch or an up hunch dr seuss
and his unmistakable one of a kind advice will ensure that they won t get ga fluppted
when choosing what to do now available in the same size as other classic dr seuss books
like how the grinch stole christmas and the lorax



I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew: Read & Listen
Edition
2013-11-05

それはあめのふるさむいあるひのこと そのぼうしをかぶったへんなねこはぼくらのまえにあらわれたんだ そしてねこがはじめるたのしいあそびとは ふしぎできみょうでおもしろいとってお
きのできごと

Happy Birthday to You!
2013-10-22

with his unmistakable rhymes and signature illustration style dr seuss creates a
classic picture book ode to aging in you re only old once on a visit to the golden
years clinic on century square for spleen readjustment and muffler repair readers will
laugh with familiar horror at the poking and prodding and testing and ogling that go
hand in hand with the dreaded appellation of senior citizen though dr seuss is known
for his peerless work in books for children this comical look at what it s like to get
older is ideal for seuss fans of advanced years in his own words this is a book for
obsolete children a perfect gift for retirement birthdays and holidays this read listen
edition contains audio narration

Hunches in Bunches
2024-01-02

an anthology of six stories by dr seuss including and to think that i saw it on
mulberry street the 500 hats of bartholomew cubbins horton hatches the egg how the
grinch stole christmas the lorax and yertle the turtle

キャット・イン・ザ・ハット
2001-01-20

celebrate earth day with dr seuss and the lorax in this classic picture book about
protecting the environment i am the lorax i speak for the trees dr seuss s beloved
story teaches kids to speak up and stand up for those who can t with a recycling
friendly go green message the lorax allows young readers to experience the beauty of
the truffula trees and the danger of taking our earth for granted all in a story that
is timely playful and hopeful the book s final pages teach us that just one small seed
or one small child can make a difference printed on recycled paper this book is the
perfect gift for earth day and for any child or child at heart who is interested in
recycling advocacy and the environment or just loves nature and playing outside unless
someone like you cares a whole awful lot nothing is going to get better it s not pretty
much all the stuff you need to know is in dr seuss president barack obama

You're Only Old Once! Read & Listen Edition
2013-11-05

every who down in who ville liked christmas a lot but the grinch who lived just north
of who ville did not not since twas the night before christmas has the beginning of a
christmas tale been so instantly recognizable no holiday season is complete without the
grinch max cindy lou and all the residents of who ville in this heartwarming story
about the effects of the christmas spirit on even the smallest and coldest of hearts
like mistletoe candy canes and caroling the grinch is a mainstay of the holidays and
his story is the perfect gift for young and old this read listen edition contains audio
narration

Six by Seuss
1991

The Lorax
2013-09-24



How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read & Listen Edition
2013-10-22
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